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Grey began her writing career in the 1990s writing for multiple authors under various pen names,
including Serena Cavan. Her debut novel, Drawn to You, was published in 2004 and was followed by
Delirious in 2005, Who is William? in 2006, and The Decision Maker in 2007. In 2008 Grey was hired
by Amazon.com to write a series of books for the Kindle, the new e-book reader on which she had

already started writing. Grey's first published works under her own name were a series of
romantic/historical romances, including the Delirious trilogy and the Intertwine series, both under the

pen name Serena Cavan. In 2009 Serena Grey wrote her first commercially successful historical
fiction series with the Swanson Court series; beginning with Drawn to You, Grey followed with

Swanson Court, and the two books in the series were nominated for Romantic Times Best
Contemporary Romance awards. Her fourth book in the series, Addicted to You was released in June
2011 and the fifth book, Loving You More, was released in January 2012. In the late 2000s, Grey's

international publishing career started with the launched of the Twilight Series, which was an
international bestseller. In April 2009 Grey signed a two-book deal with St. Martin's Press to write the
next in the series, New Moon. In March 2010 her first mystery, Drowning the Light, was published in

the UK and the USA. In April 2010, Grey's family history publishing company, Grey Matter
Publications, was formed and in the late summer and early fall 2010, Grey Matter published her first
historical romance in two years, the almost 1,000-page epub entitled, Arthur's Choice. In September
2010 she followed up Arthur's Choice with her first short story collection, where she told the stories

behind the Grey matter Publications' collection of two of her very short first stories, titled, "The
King's Choice". In November 2010, Grey Matter Publications joined the Romance Writers of America

and thus became part of the Romance Writers of America. In October 2010, Grey's first mystery,
Drowning the Light, was published in the UK and the USA. In December 2010, Grey began working on

a new adult novel, the 4,800-page epic entitled, Grey She is. In 2011, Grey published a new short
story collection, Getting Lucky, in January 2011 in Australia, followed by a few other short stories
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